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Abstract We analyze several formalizations of conditional probability and find a new
one that encompasses all. Our main result is that a preference relation on random
quantities called a plausible preorder induces a coherent conditional expectation; and
vice versa, that every coherent function can be extended to a conditional expectation
induced by a plausible preorder. The advantages of our approach include a convenient
justification of probability laws by the properties of plausible preorders, independence
on probability interpretations, or the ability to extend conditional probability to any
nonzero condition. In particular, if C is a nonzero condition and P is coherent, then it
can be extended so that P(0|C) = 0, P(C|C) = 1 and P(1|C) = 1, no matter whether
P(C) is zero or whether it is defined.
Keywords probability axioms, conditional probability, random quantities, Bayes’
theorem, coherence
1 Introduction
The probability foundations provided by A. N. Kolmogorov [Kolmogorov 1933] define
conditional probability as a ratio of unconditional probabilities. A. Hájek [Hájek 2003]
brings several reasons why conditional probability needs a more adequate formalization.
R.T. Cox [Cox 1961] contributed a theorem deriving the laws of conditional prob-
ability from a set of postulates. According to J. Halpern [Halpern 1999], M. J. Dupré
and F. J. Tipler [Dupré, Tipler 2009], J. B. Paris [Paris 2006] as well as other authors,
Cox’s approach is non-rigorous. So as to be valid, it needs additional assumptions which
are complicated and nontrivial.
It was Bruno de Finetti [de Finetti 1975] who first developed probability theory
around the idea of a partially ordered algebra of random quantities.
Dupré and Tipler [Dupré, Tipler 2009] combined the approaches of Cox and de
Finetti. They postulate that there is a real-valued function PV called the plausible value
satisfying a simplified form of the common rules and use the properties of retraction
mappings to come to the conclusion that PV then satisfies the probability laws.
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We take a more general approach than Cox, de Finetti or Dupré and Tipler. While
we use de Finetti’s idea to characterize the set of random quantities as an algebra
over real numbers, instead of postulating the existence of a real-valued plausible value,
we just assume a preference relation on random quantities called a plausible preorder.
Subsequently we show that the plausible preorder induces a set of conditional preorders.
The conditional preorders induce a conditional expectation that, in general, is a partial
function assigning elements of the extended real line R = R ∪ {−∞,+∞} to pairs
consisting of a random quantity and a nonzero condition. The conditional expectation
is demonstrated to satisfy the probability laws. In the final section, we provide a formal
description of the notion of coherence and prove that all formalizations of probability
discussed in this article are coherent. We also demonstrate that a function is coherent if
and only if it can be extended to conditional expectation induced by a regular plausible
preorder, finishing our justification.
2 Random quantities
2.1 Postulate of random quantities
Let T denote a set of random quantities. We postulate that T is a unital associative
commutative algebra over reals.
2.2 Canonical embedding of real numbers
Since T is unital, it has got an identity element of multiplication. Let’s denote the
identity element 1. T has also a zero element of addition. Let’s denote the zero element
0. Due to the postulated properties of T , we can define a function F from the set of
real numbers R to T such that F (r) = r.1 for every real number r. Defined this way, F
is a map embedding the set of real numbers in T . We call this embedding the canonical
embedding of real numbers in T . Note that 1 = 1.1 and 0 = 0.1. Using the canonical
embedding of real numbers, instead of writing r.1 ∈ T for a real r, 0.1 ∈ T , or 1.1 ∈ T ,
we simply write r ∈ T , 0 ∈ T , or 1 ∈ T from now on.
2.3 Idempotents
The set of idempotents of T is a Boolean algebra with:
– negation, for idempotent A its negation ¬A is defined as 1−A
– conjunction, for idempotents A,B their conjunction A ∧B is defined as AB
– disjunction, for idempotents A,B their disjunction A∨B is defined as A+B−AB
– natural order, for idempotents A,B we say that A ≤ B if AB = A; note that in
the natural order of idempotents, the minimal idempotent is 0 and the maximal
idempotent is 1
The set of idempotents of T we denote I(T ) and the set of nonzero idempotents of T
we denote I0(T ).
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2.4 Motivational example, random quantities related to a coin toss
2.4.1 Setup
Alice is going to throw a coin in the presence of a notary. Bob knows that Carol shall
pay him a specific amount PH if Alice throws heads, and a specific amount PT if Alice
throws tails.
2.4.2 Random quantities
Bob conceives a set T containing pairs of real numbers (XH , XT ). On T , Bob defines
– addition: (XH , XT ) + (YH , YT ) = (XH + YH , XT + YT )
– multiplication by real numbers: r.(XH , XT ) = (rXH , rXT )
– multiplication: (XH , XT ).(YH , YT ) = (XHYH , XT YT )
Bob’s T with these operations is unital, since (1,1) is its identity element with re-
spect to multiplication, associative and commutative algebra over reals. Therefore,
the postulate 2.1 holds and the elements of Bob’s T are random quantities. Denoting
H = (1,0) and T = (0, 1), for every random quantity X = (XH , XT ) ∈ T holds that
X = XHH +XTT . Note that in the notation induced by the canonical embedding of
real numbers, H + T = 1 and HT = 0.
2.4.3 Idempotents
The set of idempotents of Bob’s T is I(T ) = {0,H, T, 1}, the set of nonzero idempo-
tents of Bob’s T is I0(T ) = {H,T, 1}.
2.4.4 Representation
Using his random quantities, Bob represents Carol’s payment using P = (PH , PT ) =
PHH + PTT ∈ T .
2.5 Nonnegative combinations of idempotents
Let q1, . . . , qn be nonnegative real numbers and A1, . . . , An be idempotents. If 0 =∑n
i=1 qiAi, then for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} either qi = 0 or Ai = 0.
Proof Let q1, . . . , qn be nonnegative real numbers, A1, . . . , An be idempotents, 0 =∑n
i=1 qiAi and n ≥ 1. Without loss of generality, we prove that if A1 6= 0, then q1 = 0.
IdempotentsA1, . . . , An generate a Boolean subalgebra of I(T ). Since the Boolean alge-
bra generated by A1, . . . , An is finitely generated, it is atomic [Givant, Halmos 2008].
Since A1 is nonzero, there is an atom D of the atomic Boolean algebra such that
D ≤ A1, i.e. A1D = D. Since D is an atom, for every i ∈ {2, . . . , n} either AiD = D
or AiD = 0. Therefore, (
∑n
i=1 qiAi)D = q1D +
∑n
i=2 qiAiD is a real multiple of D.
Since D is nonzero and all of q1, . . . , qn are nonnegative, the sum can be zero only if
q1 = 0.
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3 Plausible preorder
3.1 Definition
We say that a relation . on T is a plausible preorder if
– if A is idempotent, then 0 . A (plausible property)
– if 0 . X and 0 . Y , then 0 . X + Y (additive property)
– if 0 . X and q is a nonnegative real number, then 0 . qX (multiplicative property)
– X . Y if and only if 0 . Y −X (extension)
3.2 Motivational example
Bob uses the algebra T described in example 2.4 and defines
– 0 . X = XHH +XT T if 0 ≤ XH +XT
– X . Y if 0 . Y −X
It is easy to verify that Bob’s . is a plausible preorder.
3.3 Properties
3.3.1 Reflexivity
A plausible preorder is reflexive.
3.3.2 Transitivity
A plausible preorder is transitive.
3.3.3 Nonnegative combinations of idempotents
If q1, . . . , qn are nonnegative real numbers, A1, . . . , An are idempotents, . is a plausible
preorder and
∑n
i=1 qiAi . 0, then for every i ∈ {1, ..., n} either qi = 0 or Ai . 0.
Proof Let n ≥ 1. Without loss of generality, we prove that if q1 > 0, then A1 . 0. Per
properties of ., −
∑n
i=2 qiAi . 0. Moreover, A1 =
1
q1
(
∑n
i=1 qiAi −
∑n
i=2 qiAi) . 0.
3.3.4 Relation to the natural order of idempotents and the order of real numbers.
A plausible preorder contains both the natural order of idempotents and the order of
real numbers as its subsets, not necessarily coinciding with them on their respective
domains.
Proof Let . be a plausible preorder.
Let A,B be idempotents such that A ≤ B in the natural order of idempotents.
Per definition 2.3, AB = A. Since A,B are idempotents, (1−A).B is idempotent too.
Therefore, 0 . (1− A).B = B − AB = B −A, implying that A . B.
Let r, s be real numbers such that r ≤ s in the order of real numbers. Per plausible
property, 0 . 1. Per multiplicative property, 0 . s − r and per extension property,
r . s.
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3.3.5 The smallest plausible preorder
A relation . defined so that 0 . X if X =
∑n
i=1 qiCi for some nonnegative real
numbers q1, . . . , qn and idempotents C1, . . . , Cn, and that X . Y if 0 . Y − X, is
the smallest plausible preorder on T with respect to inclusion; it turns out that the
smallest plausible preorder on T is a partial order coinciding with both the natural
order of idempotents and the order of real numbers on their respective domains.
Proof We leave the task to verify that the above relation is a plausible preorder and
that it is the smallest plausible preorder with respect to inclusion as an exercise to the
reader.
We prove that it is a partial order. Let X,Y be random quantities such that both
X . Y and Y . X. Per definition, there are nonnegative real numbers q1, . . . , qn and
idempotents C1, . . . , Cn such that Y −X =
∑n
i=1 qiCi. Per definition, there are also
nonnegative real numbers t1, . . . , tm and idempotents D1, . . . , Dm such that X − Y =∑m
i=1 tiDi. Therefore, 0 = Y − X +X − Y =
∑n
i=1 qiCi +
∑m
i=1 tiDi. Per theorem
2.5, all products qiCi must be zero, proving that X = Y .
Let r, s be real numbers and r . s. If r > s in the order of real numbers, then also
r ≥ s, i.e. also r & s. Since . is a partial order, we get r = s, which contradicts the
assumption that r > s. Therefore, the assumption that r > s cannot hold. This means
that r ≤ s, which proves that . coincides with the order of real numbers on R.
Let A,B be idempotents and A . B. Since AB ≤ A in the natural order of
idempotents, we get AB . A. Per definition of the smallest plausible preorder, we
know that there are nonnegative real numbers q1, . . . , qn and idempotents C1, . . . , Cn
such that B −A =
∑n
i=1 qiCi. Therefore, AB −A =
∑n
i=1 qiCiA, i.e. A . AB. Since
. is a partial order, we get that AB = A, which means that A ≤ B in the natural
order of idempotents.
3.3.6 The greatest plausible preorder
The relation making all random quantities equivalent is the greatest relation, the coars-
est equivalence and the greatest plausible preorder on T with respect to inclusion.
3.3.7 Intersection of a set of plausible preorders
If X is a nonempty set containing plausible preorders on T , then S =
⋂
X is a plausible
preorder on T .
3.3.8 The smallest plausible preorder containing a relation
If R is an arbitrary relation on T , then there is the smallest plausible preorder with
respect to inclusion containing R.
3.3.9 Subadditivity
If A1, . . . , An are idempotents and . is a plausible preorder, then
∨n
i=1 Ai .
∑n
i=1Ai.
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Proof Let A1, . . . , An be idempotents and . be a plausible preorder. Then the in-
equality
∨n
i=1 Ai .
∑n
i=1 Ai holds for n = 1 due to reflexivity of .. Let the inequality∨n
i=1 Ai .
∑n
i=1 Ai hold for some integer n and arbitrary idempotents A1, . . . , An. Let
A1, . . . , An+1 be idempotents. Define idempotents B1 = A1, . . . , Bn−1 = An−1, Bn =
An∨An+1. Then
∨n+1
i=1 Ai =
∨n
i=1Bi .
∑n
i=1Bi =
∑n+1
i=1 Ai−AnAn+1 .
∑n+1
i=1 Ai.
4 Plausible equivalence
4.1 Definition
Let . be a plausible preorder. We define the plausible equivalence ∼ as the equivalence
part of ., i.e. so that X ∼ Y if (X . Y ) ∧ (Y . X).
4.2 Fundamental properties
The fundamental properties of the plausible equivalence are
– if A1, . . . , An are idempotents, q1, . . . , qn are nonnegative real numbers and 0 ∼∑n
i=1 qiAi, then for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} either qi = 0 or Ai ∼ 0 (plausible prop-
erty)
– 0 ∼ 0 (reflexivity)
– if 0 ∼ X and 0 ∼ Y , then 0 ∼ X + Y (additive property)
– if 0 ∼ X and r is a real number, then 0 ∼ rX (multiplicative property)
– X ∼ Y if and only if 0 ∼ Y −X (extension)
Every relation ∼ having the fundamental properties of a plausible equivalence is a
plausible equivalence, i.e. there is a plausible preorder . such that ∼ is its equivalence
part.
Proof Let . be a plausible preorder and ∼ its equivalence part. We leave the task to
verify that ∼ has the fundamental properties as an exercise to the reader.
Let ∼ be a relation having the fundamental properties of a plausible equivalence.
We define a relation . so that 0 . X if X = U+
∑n
i=1 qiAi for some random quantity
U ∼ 0, integer n ≥ 0, nonnegative real numbers q1, . . . , qn and idempotents A1, . . . , An.
We also define that X . Y if 0 . Y −X. We leave the task to verify that the relation
. defined this way is a plausible preorder and that ∼ is its equivalence part as an
exercise to the reader.
5 Plausible strict partial order
5.1 Definition
Let . be a plausible preorder. We define the plausible strict partial order  as the
strict part of ., i.e. so that X  Y if (X . Y ) ∧ ¬(Y . X).
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5.2 Fundamental properties
The fundamental properties of the plausible strict partial order are
– if A is a nonzero idempotent, ¬(0  A) and 0  X, then −X  A  X (plausible
property)
– ¬(0  0) (antireflexivity)
– if 0  X and 0  Y , then 0  X + Y (additive property)
– if 0  X and p is a positive real number, then 0  pX (multiplicative property)
– X  Y if and only if 0  Y −X (extension)
Every relation  having the fundamental properties of a plausible strict partial order
is a plausible strict partial order, i.e. there is a plausible preorder . such that  is its
strict part.
Proof Let . be a plausible preorder and  be its strict part. We leave the task to
verify that it has the fundamental properties as an exercise to the reader.
Let  be a relation having the fundamental properties of a plausible strict partial
order. We define a relation . so that 0 . X if either 0  X or for every random
quantity 0  Z holds that −Z  X  Z. We also define that X . Y if 0 . Y −X.
We leave the task to verify that the relation . defined this way is a plausible preorder
and that the relation  is its strict part as an exercise to the reader.
6 Conditional preorder
6.1 Definition
Let . be a plausible preorder and C be an idempotent. We define the conditional
preorder .C so that X .C Y if XC . Y C.
6.2 Properties
– a conditional preorder is a plausible preorder
– .1 is identical with .
– .0 is the greatest plausible preorder
– 0 is empty
7 Regularity
7.1 Definition
We say that a plausible preorder . is
– degenerate if 0 ∼ 1
– regular if for every nonzero idempotent C holds 0  C
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7.2 Properties
– A conditional preorder .C is degenerate if and only if 0 ∼ C.
– The greatest plausible preorder is degenerate.
– The smallest plausible preorder is regular.
– If a plausible preorder is degenerate, then for every pair of random quantities X,Y
in the linear span of I(T ) holds X ∼ Y . In particular, for every pair of real numbers
r, s holds r ∼ s, and for every pair of idempotents A,B holds A ∼ B.
– A plausible preorder is nondegenerate if and only if it coincides with the order of
real numbers on R.
8 Expectation
8.1 Expectation induced by a plausible preorder
Let . be a plausible preorder and X be a random quantity. We say that the expectation
of X is
– +∞, if for every real r holds r  X
– −∞, if for every real r holds X  r
– r, if r is a real number and for every positive real p holds −p  X − r  p
– not defined, if none of the above holds
We shall use the symbol E(X) to denote the expectation of X.
8.1.1 Special cases
Let r denote a real number. Then
– if 0  1, then E(r) = r
– if 0 ∼ 1, then E(r) is not defined
8.2 Motivational example
Consider the plausible preorder defined in example 3.2. For every random quantity
X = XHH+XTT holds that E(X) =
1
2XH+
1
2XT . In particular, E(H) = E(T ) =
1
2 .
Proof Let X = XHH+XT T . Then X− (
1
2XH+
1
2XT ) = (
1
2XH −
1
2XT )H+(
1
2XT −
1
2XH)T . Since (
1
2XH −
1
2XT ) + (
1
2XT −
1
2XH ) = 0, per definition 3.2, X − (
1
2XH +
1
2XT ) ∼ 0. Let p be a positive real number. Per definition 3.2, 0  p. Therefore,
−p  X − ( 12XH +
1
2XT )  p.
8.3 Preorder consistency
Let r denote a real number and X,Y denote random quantities. As a consequence of
definition 8.1, we obtain that
– if r < E(X), then r  X
– if E(X) < r, then X  r
– if E(X) < E(Y ), then X  Y
– if X . Y and both E(X) and E(Y ) exist, then E(X) ≤ E(Y )
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8.4 Existence and uniqueness
Let . be a plausible preorder and X be a random quantity. We say that X is strictly
comparable with real numbers if for every real r, s such that r < s, either r  X or
X  s. Let . be a plausible preorder and X be a random quantity. Then X has
expectation if and only if X is strictly comparable with real numbers. In such case
E(X) = sup{r ∈ R|r  X}, the supremum being taken in the extended real line R.
9 Conditional expectation
9.1 Conditional expectation induced by a plausible preorder
Let X be a random quantity, C be an idempotent and . be a plausible preorder. Since
the conditional preorder .C is a plausible preorder, we can use definition 8.1 to obtain
the expectation of X induced by .C . We use the symbol E(X|C) for the result, and
call it the conditional expectation of X given C.
9.1.1 Special cases
Let X be a random quantity. Then E(X|0) is not defined.
Proof Since for no Y,Z holds that Y 0 Z, none of the conditions for the existence of
E(X|0) can be satisfied.
Let C be idempotent such that 0  C and r be a real number. Then E(r|C) =
E(rC|C) = r.
Proof Let p be a positive real number. If 0  C then also −pC  0  pC. Since
0 = r.C − r.C = rC.C − r.C, all the above equalities hold.
9.2 Motivational example
Consider the plausible preorder defined in example 3.2. For every random quantity
X = XHH +XT T holds that E(X|H) = XH and E(X|T ) = XT .
Proof Let X = XHH+XT T . Then XH−XHH = 0. Let p be a positive real number.
Per definition 3.2, 0  pH . Thus, −pH  XH −XHH  pH , which can be written as
−p H X −XH H p, proving that E(X|H) = XH .
The proof of the second equality is analogical.
9.3 Properties
Let . be a plausible preorder, E(X|C) be the conditional expectation induced by
., X, Y be random quantities, B,C,D be idempotents and r be a real number. The
properties of the conditional expectation are:
9.3.1 Conditional expectation is a partial function
Conditional expectation is a partial function from T × I0(T ) to R.
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9.3.2 Consistency
E(X|C) exists if and only if E(XC|C) exists. In such case
E(X|C) = E(XC|C)
9.3.3 Real additivity
If E(X|C) exists, then
E(X + r|C) = E(X|C) + r
9.3.4 General additivity
If the expression E(X|C) + E(Y |C) makes sense, then
E(X + Y |C) = E(X|C) + E(Y |C)
9.3.5 Homogeneity
If the expression r.E(X|C) makes sense, then
E(rX|C) = r.E(X|C)
9.3.6 Conditional probability
If E(C|D) exists, we, compatibly with Thomas Bayes [Bayes 1763], denote
P(C|D) = E(C|D)
and say that it is the conditional probability of C given D. For P(C|1) we also use a
simpler notation P(C).
9.3.7 Minimal and maximal probability
If P(C|D) exists, then
0 = P(0|D) ≤ P(C|D) ≤ P(D|D) = P(1|D) = 1
9.3.8 Completeness
If P(C|D) = 0 and B ≤ C in the natural order of idempotents, then
P(B|D) = 0
9.3.9 Subadditivity
If A1, . . . , An are idempotents and all of P(A1|D), . . . ,P(An|D),P(
∨n
i=1 Ai|D) exist,
then
P(
n∨
i=1
Ai|D) ≤
n∑
i=1
P(Ai|D)
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9.3.10 Bayes’ rule
– if the expression E(X|CD).P(C|D) makes sense, then
E(XC|D) = E(X|CD).P(C|D)
– if E(X|CD) = 0, then
E(XC|D) = 0
– if the expression
E(XC|D)
P(C|D)
makes sense, then
E(X|CD) =
E(XC|D)
P(C|D)
– if E(XC|D) ∈ {−∞,+∞}, then
E(X|CD) = E(XC|D)
– if P(C|D) = 0 and the expression E(XC|D).(+∞) makes sense, then
E(X|CD) = E(XC|D).(+∞)
– if the expression
E(XC|D)
E(X|CD)
makes sense, then
P(C|D) =
E(XC|D)
E(X|CD)
Proof Let p be a positive real number.
Let E(X|CD) = 0. Then −pCD  XCD  pCD. Since CD . D, we get −pD 
XCD  pD, proving that E(XC|D) = 0.
Let E(XC|D) = +∞. Then by definition 9, pD  XCD, and since CD . D, also
pCD  XCD. Therefore, E(X|CD) = +∞ = E(XC|D).
Homogeneity proves that E(X|CD) = E(XC|D) also for E(XC|D) = −∞.
If P(C|D) = t, then 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and −pD  CD − tD  pD.
Let E(X|CD) = r ∈ R. Then −pCD  XCD− rCD  pCD. Since CD . D, also
−pD  XCD−rCD  pD. We also have−|r|pD . rCD−rtD . |r|pD, yielding−(1+
|r|)pD  XCD − rtD  (1 + |r|)pD, proving that E(XC|D) = E(X|CD).P(C|D).
Let 0 < t ≤ 1. Then (t− p)D  CD. In particular, for p = t2 we get
t
2D  CD.
Let E(X|CD) = +∞. Then pCD  XCD and since t2pD  pCD, also
t
2pD 
XCD. Last inequality proves that E(XC|D) = +∞ = E(X|CD).P(C|D). Homogene-
ity proves that E(XC|D) = E(X|CD).P(C|D) also for E(X|CD) = −∞.
Let E(XC|D) = r ∈ R. Then −pD  XCD − rD  pD. We also get −p |r|t D .
− rtCD+rD . p
|r|
t D, yielding −p(1+
|r|
t )D  XCD−
r
tCD  p(1+
|r|
t )D. Therefore,
−p(1 + |r|t )
2
tCD  XCD −
r
tCD  p(1 +
|r|
t )
2
tCD, proving E(X|CD) =
E(XC|D)
P(C|D)
.
Let E(XC|D) = r be a positive real number. Then −pD  XCD − rD, in partic-
ular, for p = r2 ,
r
2D  XCD. If P(C|D) = 0, then CD  pD. Combining the inequal-
ities, we get r2pCD  XCD, proving that E(X|CD) = +∞ = E(XC|D).(+∞).
Homogeneity proves that E(X|CD) = E(XC|D).(+∞) also for E(XC|D) < 0.
Let E(X|CD) = +∞. Then pCD  XCD. If E(XC|D)
E(X|CD)
makes sense, thenE(XC|D)
must be a real number. Let E(XC|D) = r. Then −pD  XCD− rD  pD. In partic-
ular, for p = 1 we get XCD  (1 + r)D, leading to pCD  (1 + r)D. From that we
get CD  1+rp D, proving that P(C|D) = 0 =
E(XC|D)
E(X|CD)
.
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Homogeneity proves that P(C|D) = 0 = E(XC|D)
E(X|CD)
also for E(X|CD) = −∞.
Let E(X|CD) = r, 0 6= r ∈ R and let E(XC|D) = u ∈ R. Then −pCD  XCD−
rCD  pCD and −pD  XCD − uD  pd. Therefore, −pD  rCD − XCD  pD,
−2pD  rCD − uD  2pD and − 2
|r|
pD  CD − ur d 
2
|r|
pD. This proves that
P(C|D) = E(XC|D)
E(X|CD)
.
Note. Other cases can be listed such as
– if there is a real number r such that −r .CD X .CD r (every x in the linear span
of I(T ) has this property) and P(C|D) = 0, then E(XC|D) = 0
– if there is a positive real number p such that p .D C and E(X|CD) ∈ {−∞,+∞},
then E(XC|D) = E(X|CD)
– if there is a positive real number p such that p .D C and E(XC|D) = 0, then
E(X|CD) = 0
– if there is a real number r such that 1 .CD rX and E(XC|D) = 0, then P(C|D) =
0
10 Coherence
10.1 Definition
We say that PV is a coherent function if
– PV is a partial function from T × I(T ) to R
– if n ≥ 0,m ≥ 1 are integers, q1, . . . , qn are nonnegative real numbers, r1, . . . , rm,
s1, . . . , sm are real numbers, C1, . . . , Cn,D1, . . . , Dm are idempotents andX1, . . . , Xm
are random quantities such that rj(PV (Xj |Dj)+sj) > 0 for every j ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
then 0 6=
∑n
i=1 qiCi +
∑m
j=1 rj(Xj + sj)Dj .
10.2 Coherence of conditional expectation induced by a plausible preorder
Let . be a plausible preorder and E be the conditional expectation induced by ..
Then E is coherent.
Proof Let n ≥ 0,m ≥ 1 be integers, q1, . . . , qn be nonnegative real numbers, r1, . . . , rm,
s1, . . . , sm be real numbers, C1, . . . , Cn, D1, . . . , Dm be idempotents, X1, . . . , Xm be
random quantities and for every j ∈ 1, . . . ,m, rj(E(Xj |Dj) + sj) > 0. By defini-
tion 3.1, 0 .
∑n
i=1 qiCi. By real additivity and homogeneity, E(rj(Xj + sj)|Dj) =
rj(E(Xj |Dj) + sj) > 0. By preorder consistency, if E(rj(Xj + sj)|Dj) > 0, then
0  rj(Xj + sj)Dj , yielding 0 
∑n
i=1 qiCi +
∑m
j=1 rj(Xj + sj)Dj .
10.3 Kolmogorovian plausible values
Let R≥0 denote the set of nonnegative real numbers. We say that PV is a Kolmogoro-
vian plausible value if
– PV is a function from A to R≥0, where A is a subset of I(T ) closed under negation
and conjunction
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– PV (1) = 1 (unitarity)
– if A,B ∈ A and AB = 0, then PV (A+B) = PV (A) + PV (B) (additivity)
Using the notation PV (A|1) = PV (A), we can handle every Kolmogorovian plausible
value as a function from A× {1} to R≥0.
10.3.1 Coherence
Every Kolmogorovian plausible value is coherent.
Proof Let PV be a function from a set A to R≥0 that satisfies definition 10.3. Let n ≥
0,m ≥ 1 be integers, q1, . . . , qn be nonnegative real numbers, r1, . . . , rm, s1, . . . , sm
be real numbers, C1, . . . , Cn be idempotents, A1, . . . , Am be elements of A and let
rj(PV (Aj)+sj) > 0 for every j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Let B be the Boolean algebra generated
by A1, . . . , Am and C be the Boolean algebra generated by A1, . . . , Am, C1, . . . , Cn.
Then both B ⊆ A and B ⊆ C. Since both B and C are finitely generated, they are finite
and atomic [Givant, Halmos 2008]. Let DB be the set of atoms of B and DC be the set
of atoms of C. Let S be the linear span of C.
Let D ∈ DC . If X ∈ S , then there is a unique real number r such that XD = rD.
This allows us to define a function ϕ from S × DC to R such that XD = ϕ(X,D)D.
The properties of the function ϕ are:
If B ∈ C, then ϕ(B,D) ∈ {0, 1} and ϕ(B,D).ϕ(B,D) = ϕ(B,D). (idempotence)
If X,Y ∈ S and XY = 0, then ϕ(X,D).ϕ(Y,D) = ϕ(XY,D) = 0. (orthogonality)
If X,Y ∈ S , then ϕ(X + Y,D) = ϕ(X,D) + ϕ(Y,D). (additivity)
If r ∈ R and X ∈ S , then ϕ(rX,D) = rϕ(X,D). (homogeneity)
We define a function ν from C to R so that for B ∈ C, ν(B) =
∑
E∈DC
ϕ(B,E).
Defined this way, if 0 6= B ∈ C, then ν(B) > 0.
We define a function F from S to R so that for X ∈ S ,
F (X) =
∑
D∈DC
∑
B∈DB
ϕ(X,D).ϕ(B,D).
PV (B)
ν(B)
The properties of the function F are
If B ∈ C, then F (B) ≥ 0. (nonnegativity)
F is additive.
F is homogeneous.
F coincides with PV on B.
Therefore,
∑m
j=1 rj(F (Aj) + sjF (1)) =
∑m
j=1 rj(PV (Aj) + sjPV (1)) > 0. Also
F (
∑n
i=1 qiCi) ≥ 0 and F (
∑n
i=1 qiCi +
∑m
j=1 rj(Aj + sj)) > 0. Since F (0) = 0, this
proves that
∑n
i=1 qiCi +
∑m
j=1 rj(Aj + sj) 6= 0.
10.4 Coxian plausible values
We say that PV is a Coxian plausible value if
– PV is a function from A × A0 to R≥0, where A is a nonempty subset of I(T )
closed under negation and conjunction and A0 is the set containing all elements of
A except for 0
– if C ∈ A0, then PV (C|C) > 0 (positivity)
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– if A ∈ A and C ∈ A0, then PV (1− A|C) = 1− PV (A|C) (negation formula)
– ifA,C,D are elements ofA and CD 6= 0, then PV (AC|D) = PV (A|CD).PV (C|D)
(Bayes’ rule)
10.4.1 Basic properties
Let PV be a function from A×A0 to R≥0 that satisfies definition 10.4 and let C ∈ A0.
Then
– PV (C|C) = 1
– PV (1|C) = 1
– PV (0|C) = 0
Proof Let PV be a function from A×A0 to R≥0 that satisfies definition 10.4 and let
C ∈ A0. Per Bayes’ rule, PV (C|C) = PV (C|C).PV (C|C). Since PV (C|C) > 0, we get
that PV (C|C) = 1. Also per Bayes’ rule, PV (C|C) = PV (1|C).PV (C|C) implying
that PV (1|C) = 1. Per negation formula, PV (0|C) = PV (1− 1|C) = 1−PV (1|C) =
1− 1 = 0.
10.4.2 Corollary
Let PV be a Coxian plausible value, A ∈ A and C ∈ A0. Then PV (AC|C) =
PV (A|C).PV (C|C) = PV (A|C).
10.4.3 Sum formula
Let PV be a function from A×A0 to R≥0 that satisfies definition 10.4. Let A,B ∈ A
such that AB = 0 and let C ∈ A0. Then
PV (A+B|C) = PV (A|C) + PV (B|C)
Proof Let PV be a function from A×A0 to R≥0 that satisfies definition 10.4. Let A,B
be elements of A such that AB = 0 and C ∈ A0. Then A+ B = 1− (1− A).(1− B)
is an element of A.
If (1 − B)C = 0, then BC = C, i.e. PV (B|C) = PV (BC|C) = PV (C|C) = 1.
Also AC = ABC = 0 implying PV (A|C) = PV (AC|C) = 0. Finally, PV (A+B|C) =
PV ((A+ B)C|C) = PV (AC +BC|C) = PV (C|C) = 1. Therefore, PV (A+B|C) =
PV (A|C) + PV (B|C).
If (1 − B)C 6= 0, then PV (A + B|C) = 1 − PV ((1 − A).(1 − B)|C) = 1 −
PV ((1− A)|(1 − B)C).PV (1 − B|C) = 1 − [1 − PV (A|(1 − B)C)].PV (1 − B|C) =
1−PV (1−B|C)+PV (A|(1−B)C).PV (1−B|C) = PV (B|C)+PV (A(1−B)|C) =
PV (B|C) + PV (A− AB|C) = PV (B|C) + PV (A|C).
10.4.4 Coherence
Every Coxian plausible value is coherent.
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Proof Let PV be a function from A×A0 to R≥0 that satisfies definition 10.4. Let n ≥
0,m ≥ 1 be integers, q1, . . . , qn be nonnegative real numbers, r1, . . . , rm, s1, . . . , sm be
real numbers, C1, . . . , Cn be idempotents, A1, . . . , Am be elements of A, D1, . . . , Dm
be elements of A0 and for every j ∈ 1, . . . ,m, rj(PV (Aj |Dj) + sj) > 0.
Let D =
∨m
j=1Dj . Due to additivity and nonnegativity on A × A0, PV is sub-
additive. In particular, PV (
∨m
j=1Dj |D) ≤
∑m
j=1 PV (Dj |D). Since 0 < PV (D|D) ≤∑m
j=1 PV (Dj |D), there is a k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that 0 < PV (Dk|D).
Let j ∈ 1, . . . ,m. Due to Bayes’ rule and nonnegativity,
rj(PV (AjDj |D) + sjPV (Dj |D)) = rj(PV (Aj |Dj) + sj)PV (Dj |D) ≥ 0
If k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is such that 0 < PV (Dk|D), then rk(PV (AkDk|D)+skPV (Dk|D)) >
0. Since such k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} exists,
∑m
j=1 rj(PV (AjDj |D) + sjPV (Dj |D)) > 0.
Let B be the Boolean algebra generated by A1, . . . , Am, D1, . . . , Dm. Since B is
finitely generated, it is finite and atomic [Givant, Halmos 2008]. Let DB be the set of
atoms of B.
Let C be the Boolean algebra generated by A1, . . . , Am, D1, . . . , Dm, C1, . . . , Cn.
Since C is finitely generated, it is finite and atomic [Givant, Halmos 2008]. Let DC be
the set of atoms of C and S be the linear span of C.
We define a function ϕ from S × DC to R so that if X ∈ S and E ∈ DC , then
XE = ϕ(X,E)E. Moreover, we define a function ν from C to R so that if B ∈ C, then
ν(B) =
∑
E∈DC
ϕ(B,E). Finally, we define a function F from S × {D} to R so that
if X ∈ S , then F (X|D) =
∑
E∈DC
∑
B∈DB
ϕ(X,E)ϕ(B,E)PV (B|D)
ν(B)
. The reader can
verify that F coincides with PV on B×{D}. Therefore, F (
∑m
j=1 rj(Aj+ sj)Dj |D) =∑m
j=1 rj(F (AjDj |D) + sjF (Dj |D)) =
∑m
j=1 rj(PV (AjDj |D) + sjPV (Dj |D)) > 0.
Since F is nonnegative on C×{D} and since it is homogeneous and additive on S×{D},
F (
∑n
i=1 qiCi|D) ≥ 0. Therefore, F (
∑n
i=1 qiCi +
∑m
j=1 rj(Aj + sj)Dj |D) > 0. Since
F (0|D) = 0, this proves that
∑n
i=1 qiCi +
∑m
j=1 rj(Aj + sj)Dj 6= 0.
10.5 Dupré-Tiplerian plausible values
We say that PV is a Dupré-Tiplerian plausible value if
– PV is a partial function from T ×C to R, where C is a subset of I0(T ) closed under
disjunction
– if A is idempotent and C ∈ C, then PV (A|C) exists and PV (A|C) ≥ 0 (nonnega-
tivity)
– if C ∈ C, then PV (C|C) > 0 (positivity)
– if r ∈ R, C ∈ C, X is a random quantity and PV (X|C) exists, then PV (rX|C) =
r.PV (X|C) (homogeneity)
– if C ∈ C, X, Y are random quantities and both PV (X|C) and PV (Y |C) exist,
then PV (X + Y |C) = PV (X|C) + PV (Y |C) (additivity)
– if CD ∈ C,D ∈ C,X is a random quantity and PV (X|CD) exists, then PV (XC|D) =
PV (X|CD).PV (C|D) (Bayes’ rule)
10.5.1 Coherence
Every Dupré-Tiplerian plausible value is coherent.
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Proof Let PV be a partial function from T × C to R that satisfies definition 10.5.
Let n ≥ 0,m ≥ 1 be integers, q1, . . . , qn be nonnegative real numbers, r1, . . . , rm,
s1, . . . , sm be real numbers, C1, . . . , Cn, D1, . . . , Dm be idempotents, X1, . . . , Xm be
random quantities and for every j ∈ 1, . . . ,m, rj(PV (Xj |Dj) + sj) > 0.
Due to additivity of PV , if C ∈ C, then PV (0|C) = PV (0|C) + PV (0|C), which
implies that PV (0|C) = 0.
Let D =
∨m
j=1Dj . Due to nonnegativity and additivity on I(T ) × C, PV is sub-
additive on I(T ) × C. In particular, PV (
∨m
j=1Dj |D) ≤
∑m
j=1 PV (Dj |D). Since 0 <
PV (D|D) ≤
∑m
j=1 PV (Dj |D), there is a k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that 0 < PV (Dk|D).
Let j ∈ 1, . . . ,m. Due to Bayes’ rule and nonnegativity,
rj(PV (XjDj |D) + sjPV (Dj |D)) = rj(PV (Xj |Dj) + sj)PV (Dj |D) ≥ 0
If k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is such that 0 < PV (Dk|D), then rk(PV (XkDk|D)+skPV (Dk|D)) >
0. Since such k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} exists,
∑m
j=1 rj(PV (XjDj |D)+sjPV (Dj |D)) > 0. Addi-
tivity and homogeneity of PV imply that PV (
∑m
j=1 rj(Xj+sj)Dj |D) > 0. Moreover,
PV (
∑n
i=1 qiCi|D) ≥ 0, i.e. also PV (
∑n
i=1 qiCi +
∑m
j=1 rj(Xj + sj)Dj |D) > 0. Since
PV (0|D) = 0, this proves that
∑n
i=1 qiCi +
∑m
j=1 rj(Xj + sj)Dj 6= 0.
10.6 Coherent functions
Let PV be a partial function from T ×I(T ) to R. Then the following characterizations
are equivalent:
1. PV is coherent
2. PV can be extended to conditional expectation induced by a regular plausible
preorder
3. PV can be extended to conditional expectation induced by a plausible preorder
Proof We prove that 1 ⇒ 2. Implications 2 ⇒ 3 and 3 ⇒ 1 need no further demon-
stration.
Let PV be a coherent partial function from T × I(T ) to R. Define the relation
 so that 0  X if X =
∑n
i=1 piCi +
∑m
j=1 rj(Xj + sj)Dj for some nonnegative
integers n, m, positive real p1, . . . , pn, real r1, . . . , rm, s1, . . . , sm, nonzero idempotents
C1, . . . , Cn, idempotents D1, . . . , Dm and random quantities X1, . . . , Xm, such that at
least one of n,m is nonzero and rj(PV (Xj |Dj) + sj) > 0 for every j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Define X  Y if 0  Y −X.
According to this definition, for every nonzero idempotent C holds that 0  C. This
guarantees that  is regular and that it has the plausible property listed in theorem
5.2. The antireflexivity of  is a consequence of the coherence of PV and of the theorem
2.5. We leave the task to verify that  has the remaining fundamental properties of a
plausible strict partial order listed in theorem 5.2 as an exercise to the reader.
Take . as a plausible preorder having  as its strict part. By theorem 5.2, such a
plausible preorder exists.
Now if PV (X|C) = +∞ and r ∈ R, then PV (X|C)− r = +∞ > 0, i.e. rC  XC,
proving that E(X|C) = +∞.
If PV (X|C) = −∞ and r ∈ R, then (−1).(PV (X|C) − r) = +∞ > 0, i.e. XC 
rC, proving that E(X|C) = −∞.
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If PV (X|C) = r ∈ R and 0 < s ∈ R, then PV (X|C) − r + s > 0, i.e., −sC 
XC − rC, and (−1).(PV (X|C) − r − s) > 0, i.e. XC − rC  sC, proving that
E(X|C) = r. This completes the proof that expectation induced by . extends the
function PV .
11 Conclusion
Our formalization of conditional probability is based on a preference relation on ran-
dom quantities called a plausible preorder. The properties of a plausible preorder conve-
niently justify the probability laws listed in theorem 9.3. The formalization is supported
by theorem 10.6, confirming that it encompasses all coherent instances of probability.
We supplement it by verifying that all formalizations of the probability notion discussed
in the introduction are coherent.
Since we made our justifications as general as possible, the formalization is not
limited to any particular interpretation of probability.
To illustrate that definition 9.3.6 satisfies Hájek’s [Hájek 2003] requirements, con-
sider a nonzero condition C such that P(C) is either zero or undefined. Because of
that, the formula P(A|C) = P(AC)P(C) cannot be used to calculate conditional proba-
bilities P(0|C), P(C|C) or P(1|C). On the other hand, once probability is coherent,
theorem 10.6 confirms that it is a restriction of conditional expectation induced by a
regular plausible preorder. Definition 9 applied to a regular plausible preorder yields
that P(0|C) = 0, P(C|C) = 1 and P(1|C) = 1, no matter whether P(C) is zero or
whether it is defined.
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